
How to create a HexaHexaFlexagon from scratch 
 
You will need: paper, pencil/pen, ruler, scissors, glue. 
 

 
Printable hexahexaflexagons and folding instructions can be downloaded from 
https://cs4fn.blog/hexahexaflexagons-festive-flexagons/  
 
If making a hexahexaflexagon without a printer you only need to plan out half of the triangles (as the 
rest of the flexagon is on the other side of the paper), so the design is half the width of the printable 
ones (it’s quite difficult to get pictures to line up exactly on either side of a piece of paper!). 
 
You are going to create a strip of paper with 10 triangles along the base and 9 fill-in triangles above it, 
looking like this.  
 

 
 
A piece of A4 (21 x 29.7cm) paper has a maximum corner-to-corner width of Y cm so that largest 
possible A4 flexagon has a max length of 36cm, however the ‘maths’ is a bit easier to make it 30cm 
and count off 10 blocks of 3.0cm.  
 
1. Measure 30cm on the A4 paper diagonal and draw in pen or pencil 

 
 

2. Mark every 3.0cm with a dot (0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30cm) in pencil  
3. Pick three or four of your dots, turn the ruler 90° and draw a mark 2.6cm above (pencil) 
4. Join your new marks together to form a second parallel straight line, 2.6cm above (pen or pencil) 
5. Complete the small vertical lines at either end in pencil 

 
6. Measure ~1.5cm from the upper of your two lines and mark in pencil. then make a mark every 
3.0cm from that point (1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, 13.5, 16.5, 19.5, 22.5, 25.5, 28.5cm) in pencil 
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7. Complete the lower (0-30cm) and upper lines (1.5cm - 28.5cm) in pen 

 
 
8. Draw a line from the bottom left mark to the first mark at 1.5cm on the line above (pen or pencil) 
and repeat forming parallel lines 

 
 
9. Draw a line joining the point at 1.5cm on the upper line to the 3.0cm mark on the lower one 
completing that triangle. Continue across the strip of paper. Ta-da - you’ve created your pattern. 

 
 
If you have pencil marks and want to remove them with an eraser do a test first on the pen 
somewhere else on the page to see if it smudges or needs to dry. 
 
10. If you have tracing paper (or some other paper you can see the pattern through) now’s the time 
to make a copy of it so that you can quickly make other flexagons later. 
 
11. Cut out your flexagon and follow the instructions linked above for folding it into its final form. 
Remember to note which is Flap 1 and Flap 2 (on the other side). 

 
 
 
 

             
 
 
 


